Makaton mates Project
Sing and signing learning Makaton through music peer learning
project
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At School we have been learning Makaton by singing songs and doing signing at the same time. Makaton is a way of using signs when you are little
and it is great fun to learn, all of our school have been learning it, with my
Mum.
Makaton is good for helping Children that can’t talk or don’t use lots of
words, to be able to talk using their hands. So they can tell you what they
want using a sign and you can ask them if they want to play something with
you using a sign. My sister uses Makaton as it is taking her a little longer to
learn to talk using words. She is really good at asking for “More” food especially if it is Chocolate cake or brownie which she can sign !! She also does a
great Peppa pig snort!
I think it is really important for Children to be able to learn signing at School it
really makes you think about what it must be like to not be able to tell people what you want, if you cannot talk yet, it must be really hard.
That is why if we learn how to say words with our hands we can talk to children that can’t talk easily. Learning Makaton is also really great fun.
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For our Harvest celebrations we did Old Mac Donald had a farm using Makaton which was great we practised lot’s and got faster each time, there
are a lot of words to fit in, so it was quite a challenge. For Christmas we are
learning Silent Night and also Away in a manger. We have also done Rudolph the red nosed reindeer and we wish you a Merry Christmas, maybe in
our Christmas edition we can show you the signs for one of those songs !
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It’s Covered
Magazine for Children made by Children
Competitions, Puzzles, Articles , Reviews
Hi and welcome to our new magazine It’s Covered, made by Children for Children. We hope
you enjoy it as much as we did making it ! If you have any ideas for things you’d like to see in
our Christmas edition email us at itscoveredmagazine@gmail.com
Thanks Jacob Allen ( Editor) and the its covered team
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Thanks also go to Caroline and Rob Beadle for computer bits, Children in need for funding
through CRCC. Lizard Outreach Trust for supporting and getting funding for the project and holding planning sessions and feeding us pizza and snacks to help while the creative process was at
work !

Please email all competition entries to itscoveredmagazine@gmail.com and Good luck !
( all winners will be notified by email, please ask parent’s permission before entering)
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Nature photography competition
Have you got what it takes to come up with our winning Feature photo for
our December Edition?
Think of something that sums up Nature at it’s best in Cornwall It can be a
picture of anything. It could be Cows in the field, Birds flying, a beautiful
Sunrise, Sunset, Beach view, Insect anything you think would make a great
Wildlife image for our next Issue.
First Prize Apeman Sports Camera, Second Prize National geographic
photography book and Third Prize £5 Amazon voucher
Send your Competition entries to itscoveredmagazine@gmail.com
Please only send original Photographs and include your name, age and an
email we can reach you on if you are one of our lucky winners. Please get
adults permission to enter the competition and use email.
The Covered Team look forward to seeing all you fantastic photo’s.
Closing date for entries MONDAY 11th December 2017

YOGI Bear the movie
Yogi Bear the movie is a U rated movie which means anyone
can watch it. The Film stars Justin Timberlake and Dan
Aykroyd .
The Mayor is trying to take over Jellystone Park, which is where
Yogi and his friend Boo Boo live. Yogi is a very funny bear and
Boo Boo is the smartest bear. They get up to lot’s of mischief
and have lots of fun in Jellystone park, until the Mayor tries to
Sell the Park to a logging company.
The Ranger, Yogi and Boo Boo make a plan to have a special
day and invite lots of families to come and see the Park and
sign up for year passes to help to save Jellystone from Closing.
Things don’t go quite according to plan as Yogi’s watersking
tricks go all wrong but all is not lost when they discover the frog
-faced turtle!
I really enjoyed this movie. I’d give it a five ***** out of five
Great fun for all the family.
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Thor Ragnorak
Thor Ragnarok is a 12a rated film it has a famous cast.
The film is based in Asguard, a world. Thor is also well known
in other Marvel movies.
He appears in most of “ The Avengers Series “
It is rated 8.2 / 10 IMDb
of 10

I honestly would rate it a 9.4 out

If any of the readers watch it please tell us what you think.
REVIEW: “ I think the film is very good , it has a good strong
storyline and a good link between the other marvel films. I
also think that that they maybe could add a bit more
about The Hulk . Over all I would strongly recommend it”
12a is UNDER 12 NEED AN ADULT
Jacob Allen
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Sensory Garden
What is a sensory Garden ? A sensory garden is a fun place which has
stuff that you use your senses to explore. At Coverack sensory garden we
have lots of plants that are lovely smells. The geraniums we have smell of
Rose, Lemon, Orange and Apple
We also stuck mirror bubbles on our shed which has been painted blue.
We Have made lots of strings of bottle tops which we are going to make a
curtain out of and hang it up between the posts behind the sand pit.
There will be lots of things to do and look at.
We will have even more colourful plants next year and some butterfly
bushes and bird boxes.
Lots of people have been helping us to do the garden Monday Club, Mrs
Beadle and The Cornwall young farmer’s, as well as People from the village
and our Parents. Sensory gardens are great fun for all Children and are
full of colour and texture and smells. When it is finished it will be great
and me and my Sister will have fun playing in it. Joel Allen
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Fast Cars Our trip to Haynes Motor Museum
At Half Term we went on Holiday and stayed not far from Haynes motor Museum, so we had to visit. We had a great time looking around the hundreds
of Amazing and fast cars. They had everything from really old ones ( like the
first ever made by Benz) which looked like horse drawn carriages on wheels
to Formula One racing cars, Rolls Royces and almost any make and model
you can think of. There were lots of American ones and also Jeeps and a
Delorian which is like the car from Back to the future. That they turned into
the time machine. Interestingly Delorian were built in Ireland back in the
eighties.
They also had Mark Weber’s Formula one racing car and the helmet from
when he had a bad accident they were on display in special glass cases,
they were really amazing and bright colours. They have special visiting cars
every once in a while. I can’t wait to go back, and we can, because we gift
aided our entry ,we can go back as many times in a year as we want. It was
a brilliant place to visit. We bought a couple of car models and some
special Haynes Top trumps too to remind us of our trip.
If you like Fast cars this place is really worth a visit.
If I had to pick one car that I liked the best it’s a Paganii Zonda they didn’t
have one at Haynes but maybe one day?!
Joel Allen
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FIFA 18 is a game that can only be played on a disc so far. I have
this game on X-box One. It’s a football game there are loads of
teams and you can only pick the players who play for your
team.
Instructions
X—to slide tackle B—to boot and tackle The left joystick is the
one that you move your player with. Left back bumper—you can
use to change your player that’s on the pitch. A—is to pass to
another player and if you hold down A you can choose the power of your pass. If you hold it for long it will go really powerful.
The right joystick moves your view around the game screen.
With A when you score a goal and it says celebrate, press A to
do your signature move ! Each player ha a different one.
The Game is really , really good. And the graphics are Amazing
I’d give it six stars out of five !! ******
If I could change one thing, I would like to be able to customise
the teams kit by changing the colours of the t-shirts and the designs etc, like you do in Forza for the cars.
Joel Allen
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